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Monitor network communication and Internet activity to capture real-time traffic, block unwanted site
visits and access, and log in real-time web activities. - Real-time network monitoring and content filtering Run in the background to capture and log Internet activities - Filter access to restricted URLs with timespecific scheduling - Easy-to-use user interface with intuitive operations and small memory footprint Audio-visual recording of chat and instant messaging conversations - Backup Email and FTP information
to a file - Web activity snapshot - Duplicate the pages from web sites of interest to create back-up copies Sent-mail report - E-mail notification - HTML report - Filtering of Internet access according to a
customized filtering Internet rules - Spy software hides itself to avoid being detected - Easily back up,
restore and delete the log files - Designed to work with both Windows XP and Windows Vista The Boss
Free Download: The Boss Version Information: The Boss version is: 2.0 Build: 150915 What's new in
version 2.0: - Auto-resume function in monitor mode - New application Icons - Improved progress
messages - Added "Hide Boss" command What's new in version 1.x: - New key commands for hiding the
application in Taskbar - New icon for Taskbar menu bar - New icon for menu bar and Toolbar - No dialog
box when run for the first time - Version 1.x is Windows Vista compatible - New website launching How
to install the program: Antimalware ACTIVE! For Win is a FREE antispyware and antivirus software. It
can help you scan, remove and protect your computer against malware, viruses, Trojans, worms, Trojan
horses, dialers, adware, spyware, etc. It is very easy-to-use and has a simple interface. The program
includes WinProtect, which monitors and closes the most common security holes of your computer, and
WinWiper, which removes spyware, adware and viruses from your computer. It also cleans up all these
items so that they do not cause any problems or new spyware to be downloaded. Antimalware ACTIVE!
For Win also features a system scan, which checks your computer for infected files and folders, and a
cleanup
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KeyMacro is a powerful and easy-to-use macro recorder software for Windows. You can quickly record
up to 8 scenarios and scenes by typing text directly. This software can be operated by clicking on the
mouse, or a button combination can be assigned. Once recording, the scenarios can be played back as
much as you want. After the scenarios are finished, you can save the scenarios and create your own
features in future. Besides, KeyMacro can record the results of buttons in macro recorder and change the
buttons' results. Its features include: 1.8 speed of speed recording and playback, 2. Unlimited number of
scenarios and scenes. 3. Recording and editing multiple sounds. 4. Supports all browsers and search
engines. 4. TWAIN image scanning support. 5. Double Click to go to the next or previous scenario. 6.
Supports all versions of Windows, both 32 bit and 64 bit. Scenario List Editor Description: The Scenario
List Editor is a powerful editing tool for scenario and scene files. You can load the scenario or scene files
that have been recorded by KeyMacro, change the order of scenes and scenario, change the images of
buttons and other characters in the scenario or scene, and change the text of the buttons. It is a very useful
tool for you to edit and re-arrange scenes in your scenarios. Screenshot Snapshot Editor Description: The
Screenshot Snapshot Editor is a powerful tool to take snapshots for buttons' results in the scenarios. You
can change the size of the buttons, select the background color, change the buttons' border color, change
the order of buttons, and take snapshots of the scenarios and the buttons.
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The Boss is a stand alone network monitoring and content filtering software for home and small office
computers. The Boss allows a network administrator to monitor and control internet traffic, email, website,
chat and file sharing. The Boss is easy to use and configure. The program has an intuitive and clean user
interface. The Boss will help you to keep track of employees' internet activity, monitor and control internet
traffic, blocks internet access to avoid misuse of the internet. The Boss is capable of monitoring all
internet activities and is very easy to set up and configure. The Boss is also a parental control system for
computers to restrict internet access to minors. The Boss will show online user at a glance, will record
online activities at a particular time and allow you to easily monitor and control internet access from the
browser. The Boss is a simple and clean application. It does not need to be run as a service. It will run
normally and monitor and control the network on its own. What is The Boss? The Boss is a network
activity monitoring and content filtering program for home and small business networks. The Boss is easy
to use and configure. It has an intuitive and clean user interface. The program has a highly customizable
user interface. It will allow you to monitor and control internet activities from a browser and restrict
internet access to minors and business partners. The Boss supports all the major browsers. The Boss is
compatible with all Windows and Mac OS platforms. The Boss allows easy connection to the internet using
modem or dial-up account. It does not require a router. The Boss supports HTTPS, HTTP, MSN, Yahoo,
Gmail, Facebook, and other protocols. The Boss is an advanced and powerful program, and it is free. The
Boss is a simple and clean parental control system. The Boss does not need to be run as a service. The Boss
is easy to use and does not need training. The Boss is compatible with all major browsers. The Boss allows
easy connection to the internet using a modem or dial-up account. It does not require a router. The Boss
supports all the major browsers, and it is compatible with both Mac and Windows platforms. The Boss
allows easy connection to the internet using a modem or dial-up account. It does not require a router. The
Boss supports all the major browsers, and it is compatible with both Mac and Windows platforms. The
What's New in the The Boss?
The Boss is a switch sniffer, easy to configure, for Internet monitoring and control. Unlike spyware-based
Internet activity monitoring products that need "bug implantation," The Boss is an eavesdropping program
that uses a switch sniffer to capture and analyze communication traffic over a computer network. The Boss
not only logs in real time URL visits, Email, chats, games, FTP, and data flows, but also takes webpage
snapshots, duplicates Email and FTP copies, records MSN messenger content, and gives statistical reports.
It freely restricts online activities with time schedules and according to customized filtering Internet rules.
Once installed, the program will automatically set up itself and perform content monitoring and access
control to keep family members or employees accountable for their actions. EspionageGuard is a powerful
and easy-to-use spyware for Windows which is designed to perform various spying activities on the
computer. It has been tested and approved by millions of users and has one of the highest ratings. Secret
Webcam Viewer is an effective online surveillance software, which can secretly record the video and the
audio from a user's web camera. No matter what operating system the webcam is running on, like
Windows 98/2000/XP/2003/Vista, Secret Webcam Viewer can secretly monitor and record the video and
audio on the user's webcam. Secret Webcam Viewer is an effective online surveillance software, which
can secretly record the video and the audio from a user's web camera. No matter what operating system the
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webcam is running on, like Windows 98/2000/XP/2003/Vista, Secret Webcam Viewer can secretly
monitor and record the video and audio on the user's webcam. Network Time Synchronizer is a software
that synchronizes the computer time with Internet servers that provide accurate time. It works on Windows
NT, 2000, XP, Vista, and Windows 7 with SP1 or later. This free software has a reliable and free of
charge service that supports not only the following: Access Control and time synchronization over the
Internet. Network Time Synchronizer is a software that synchronizes the computer time with Internet
servers that provide accurate time. It works on Windows NT, 2000, XP, Vista, and Windows 7 with SP1 or
later. This free software has a reliable and free of charge service that supports not only the following:
Access Control and time synchronization over the Internet. Handy IP Spoofing Tool allows any users on a
Windows-based computer to pretend to be any other person from any IP address they choose. All the PC
user has to do is to enter the IP address in Handy IP Spoofing Tool, and Handy IP Spoofing Tool will
automatically show the fake display of the selected IP address. Handy IP Spoofing Tool allows any users
on a Windows-based computer to pretend to be any other person from any IP address they choose
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System Requirements:
Release: 4.0.3 Fixed: - Engine bug when viewing the game in fullscreen mode - Fixed an issue with
incorrect lightning effects - Fixed some light bloom issues - The game UI changed to fit with the new
mobile UI - Fixed a bug in the way the game opened - Fixed a small lighting bug in the middle of the map
- Fixed a couple of issues in the Z coordinate system - Fixed the issue where the UI was overlapped by the
title screen
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